Sullivan Classrooms - C7

All Sullivan Hall classrooms come equipped with standardized technology interfaces.

- To route a device to the projector, Press the “Projector” button next to it. (This also turns on projector, lowers screen, and adjusts lights."
- To preview the device on podium LCD, press “Monitor”. This does not route anything to the projector.

- Press “System Off” when you leave. This shuts down everything.
- Press HELP for emergencies. This can be used to call Campus Security by phone.

- Volume Controls:
  - Media = VHS/DVD
  - Laptop Ceiling = hanging microphones

- Document Reader Controls:
  - AF = Autofocus
  - Rotate = rotates 90°
  - Brightness = Adjust contrast
  - Lamp = turns light on/off

For Technology Help: call x4444